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Aim of presentation 

To demonstrate a process whereby coding of Content/Form/Use of language (Bloom & Lahey, 1978; 
Lahey, 1988) is done using the SALT program (Miller & Chapman, 1983-2012) to obtain an overview 
of the child’s strengths within a developmental perspective.  

Background 

This project aimed to combine two existing approaches for the analysis of naturalistic child language 
samples: 
1. The Content/Form/Use of language  (Bloom & Lahey, 1978; Lahey, 1988) 

• A three-dimensional approach where each utterance is coded for form, content and use. 
• An informal and qualitative assessment procedure which: 

• offers a comprehensive overview of a child’s communicative strengths in naturalistic 
communication. 

• is criterion referenced: comparison with a predetermined standard of performance 
• exposes current patterns of performance in the child’s exressive language and identifies 

targets for intervention. 
• A hierarchical model in which each behavior is a prerequisite for the next to develop: 

• 8 Phases of language development: children progress from expressing early content/form 
interactions (such as existence or action) with simple form (such as 1w utterances) with early 
communicative function (requesting, commenting) to expressing increasingly complex 
content with more complex form (verb relations or complex sentences) and later 
communicative functions (obtain information/give information). 

• Five levels of analysis 
1. Pre-linguistic  
2. Single-words and some 2w combinations 

3. Verb relations + coordinated content categories 

4. Complex sentences  

5. Narratives 

• A 3-dimensional overview of early development of C/F/U (Lahey, 1988, pp 186-187) is used to 
summarize patterns of performance and aid in goal setting.  

• Not a new model - has been taught at NYU for many years: analysis with pen and paper on 
worksheets is laborious and quite complex. 
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2. The SALT Program (Miller & Chapman, 1983-2012) 

• One of several computerized systems for language sample analysis.  

• Flexible, user-friendly and used extensively in our profession. 
• Includes a large data base for normative comparisons.  

• Standard coding in SALT includes a variety of measures, e.g., MLU, grammatical 
morphemes, # abandoned utterances, overlapping utterances etc. 

• Includes the possibility to assign your own codes for additional information  

Using the SALT Program to code F/C/U of Language 
• A focus on Lahey levels 2-4 (from SW utterances to complex sentences). 
• An effort to streamline the previous system with multiple worksheets and manual counting by using 

the flexibility in the SALT program (see figure below) to aid in goal setting for intervention. 
• The creation of a guide to accompany the course material we already have to specify which codes 

are in focus at each level of analysis. 

• Customized INPUT involves: 

• Transcription according to SALT conventions with one utterance per line. 
• Coding of each child’s utterance for F/C/U at the appropriate level - codes in [brackets] before 

end of utterance. 
• One “Code List” for levels 2, 3 and 4: 

• Includes shortcuts + codes for each aspect of F/C/U (“Specify Code List” function). 
• Enables us to choose from the list or use a keyboard shortcut (CTRL+i+shortcut). 

• Customized OUTPUT comprises 

• The creation of search strings for each level in “Explore” option in SALT. 

• Several possible outputs: 
• Simple count for overview and patterns of performance 

• With utterances to investigate F/C/U interactions 
• With preceding utterance 
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Input example 
Form, content, and use codes are in [brackets] 
[F:] or [VR] = Form codes  [U:] = Use codes (linguistic and non-linguistic context) 
[C:] = Content category codes  [U:F] = Use codes (linguistic and communicative function) 

Level 2 
Child utterance:  /Cup!/  

SALT coding: 
C Cup [C:Existence][U:Context:Zero][U:Perceptualsupport][U:F3CallFocusAttention]! 

Level 3 
Child utterance:  /Where old one?/ 

SALT coding: 
C Where old one [VR2/3][-copula][C:State][C:LocativeState][C:Other:WHQ] 
[C:Attribution][U:Context:FSc][U:F15:ObtainInformation]? 

Level 4 
Child utterance:  /We have to watch movie/ 
SALT coding: 
C We have to watch movie [C:State][F:Complementation][to][U:Independentcohesion] 
[U:F26:InformReport]. 

Output example 
Level 2 - Form-content-use interaction (content category: Rejection) 

 

Conclusion 
• Two useful tools to analyze naturalistic language combined: the use of F/C/U and SALT together 

means a quicker and easier procedure to gain an overview of the child’s strengths. 
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